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Introduction

It’s all very different in insurance. While we are constantly encouraged to innovate (by InsTech London 
among others) we see it as a sideshow, not a necessity. The role of insurance is to understand and 
price risks, validate and pay claims, help our clients to manage their risks and spread our exposures by 
geography and risk type. We occasionally make use of technology to help us with those tasks, but don’t 
see building our business around better technology as an imperative. The software development we do 
invest in we buy in and develop for oneself as the exception not the rule...To the fullest extent possible we 
outsource it to others. There are good reasons for that, too – improving the legacy technology we rely on 
is hard, risky, costly, not always successful, and all too often a black box we can’t access anyway. Massive 
change projects or replacing core systems is not for the faint of heart, nor shallow of pocket. 

So, we continue to run the same Broker Administration Systems (BAS) or Policy Administration Systems 
(PAS) that we procured a decade or two ago, limit upgrades to mission-critical issues and rarely seek 
to extend functionality or change the experience for our customers. The cost and time associated with 
keeping these legacy systems fit for purpose eats up the lion’s share of the technology budget so there’s 
not much left for true innovation and so progress is slow and we fall ever further behind the speed of 
progress outside our world. 

A wholesale replacement of legacy systems is not usually feasible and in many cases not recommended 
either. Yet the need to deploy technology more responsively and more constantly increases. 

We are writing this report because we think that the emergence of No-Code/Low-Code platforms 
can provide a much needed bridge from the old technical paradigm to the new digital one by allowing 
companies to develop new systems that leverage the benefits of Cloud computing and microservices and 
making software development ever easier, cheaper and more democratised. And to do this is a way that 
preserves access to any rich or unique functionality residing on the legacy stack. 

But what is this No-Code/Low-Code that we are getting so excited about? Where are these platforms 
being used in insurance? Why should you care? And who is providing insurance-specific No-Code/Low-
Code solutions? How will No-Code/Low-Code change the insurance technology landscape? Might No-
Code/Low-Code really be the escape route from the dependence on legacy technology that so many of 
us are seeking? 

We aim to answer these questions and more in this report here.

To work in insurance is to live a dual life. A life outside work that changes 
pretty fast, driven by a constant refinement of the technology and 
gadgets that are central to the way we live our lives. Then there’s our 
work life which is still only partially digital where things evolve much 
more slowly. The reason I start with this observation is not to criticise 
the insurance industry, but to marvel at all those other industries that 
are able to constantly redesign and manufacture new products and 
get them to market as quickly as they do. Our cars get ever greener and 
smarter, our TVs ever flatter and the picture more defined and we run 
much of our lives on smartphones where new devices come around 
in months not years. How do those who manufacture these things do 
it? How can they achieve constant innovation and refinement of their 
products and software given all the complexities involved? 

Robin Merttens
Partner, InsTech London
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Executive summary 
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• The purpose of this report is to provide guidance and insight for a broad 
audience. While it is aimed at those involved in decision making or strategy 
about software and IT, it is also relevant to business strategists because much 
of this is about looking for new business opportunities and ways of engaging 
with customers. 

• No-Code development toolsets that enable development and configuration 
that does not involve writing code. Instead they use visual development or 
Graphic User Interface (GUI) to provide users with templates, drag & drop 
functions, conversational interfaces and logical sequences to configure digital 
products. 

• Low-Code platforms are similar in nature to No-Code in that they provide users 
with templates and tools for easier development without needing to access the 
code, but they also provide the ability to write code in circumstances where the 
platform does not support the functionality required.

• Gartner predicts that No-Code/Low-Code development will account for 65% 
of all application development by 2024, and Forrester claims that the same 
platforms have the potential to develop applications as much as 10 times faster 
than traditional methods. 

• While the case for the implementation of new fully digital insurance solutions 
gets increasingly compelling, that has not converted into adoption of fully 
digital platforms and the number of insurers and brokers who have been able to 
get off legacy technology remains tiny.

• It is our belief that No-Code/Low-Code platforms can and will provide the 
insurance industry with a way to escape from the dependence on legacy 
technology.

• The ability to mix-and-match IT infrastructure - maintaining the legacy 
foundation while adding a microservices architecture on top and/or Service 
Orientated Architecture (SOA), is an attractive proposition and a good model to 
use to extend functionality from the legacy base to a broader, inter-connected 
landscape.

• Actual adoption of No-Code/Low-Code platforms in insurance falls into two 
distinct categories which we are calling “Digital on Top” (enabling brownfield 
operations to be more digital) and “Digital First” (for use in greenfield 
operations for insurers and brokers starting from scratch.

• Much of the initial focus has been on Quote and Bind and First Notification of 
Loss (FNOL) for the obvious reason that these are the areas that need to be 
changed more often than any others and where the case for self sufficiency is 
most compelling.
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• Although quicker and easier configuration is the natural starting point, the case 
for No-Code extends far beyond that into all areas of customer interaction 
and middle-office tasks - digital journeys, internal digital pathways for data 
augmentation, checks and administration automation. 

• As a rule of thumb, the greater the level of flexibility required and the more 
regularly a company has to make changes to products and processes the more 
compelling the case for No-Code/Low-Code platforms become. The case is not 
so easily made where the type of business means administration is complex, 
and the need to make changes to the technology infrequent. 

• While No-Code/Low-Code has many attractions its adoption has to be wrapped 
in good IT and data governance to ensure that the new features created 
through usage do not create a whole new different set of headaches for CTOs 
and CIOs. 

• The ambition should be to have digital technology running throughout the 
entire estate not just to fill in a few functional gaps using a No-Code/Low-Code 
platform, which happens to be easier to configure than existing legacy. 

• It is clear that No-Code/Low-Code technology is here to stay and that this is 
just the start of a trend that will make software development ever easier and 
more democratised over time - the dawn of the age of the citizen developer. 




